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Vampires, Vampire Slayers, and Whores 
A game of penetration. 

 
 
These are dark times.   
 
Everyone is a vampire.   
 
And everyone who isn’t a vampire is a 
vampire slayer.  Everyone else is a 
whore.   
 
These are also dark times because it’s 
always night.  No scientist can 
ascertain why a permanent darkness 
has befallen the land, primarily 
because there are no scientists.   
 
Whatever their cause, dark times 
call for highly-specialized skill sets; 
everyone’s just trying to get by.   
 
Or off.  Taunting the wrong person 
can be deadly.  Taunting the right 
person means scoring.   
 
Unless you’re a constable. There are 
constables in this game, too.  They 
can be bitten, killed, or fucked for 
cash.   
 
Constables are highly-specialized in 
having it rough.   
 
The only remaining upright citizens of 
Suckington, constables uphold what 
shreds of the law remain.  As a 
constable, you can score big by 
arresting a bunch of evildoers—but 
you’re a terrible liar armed only 
with good intentions.  You’ll die like 
a mall cop in a gang war.   
 
The gang has fangs and fire-hardened 
stakes, and you have fetishes.   
 

 
 
And hemophilia.   
Highly-specialized.   
 
Crucifixes, coffins, corsets, and 
constables.   
Dark times.  Extreme measures.   
 
So much penetration.   
 
 
 
 

RULES!! 
 
Goal:   
Bite, kill, fuck, taunt, and arrest your 
friends.  The first to 13 points wins* !  
( see “Winning”)    
 
Players:   
Three to eight, with five to seven  
the ideal party size.   
 
Basics:  
Deception, intuition, and penetration.   
Master these, and you’ll go far  
( all the way) .   
 
Vampires bite Whores, Vampire 
Slayers kill Vampires, Whores fuck 
Vampire Slayers, all three are 
arrested by Constables, and 
Constables can be bitten, killed, or 
fucked.   

 
There are only two types of cards: 
roles and taunts.   

 
Role cards determine whether a 
player is a Vampire, a Vampire 
Slayer, or a Whore.  If a player has 
no role card, he is a Constable.  Each 
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role has a highly-specialized skill set 
that it employs when pursuing its 
prey: those things are biting, killing, 
fucking, and arresting, naturally.  
 
Each taunt can only be played by two 
roles, designated on the taunt. 

Whenever a player uses a taunt, he 
must perform the action it describes 
( such as “Recall Fondly Your Victims” 
or “Put Your Mouth on Someone”) , and 
places the taunt face-up in front of 
himself.  It remains there until the 
beginning of his next turn or until he 
is arrested, bitten, killed, or fucked 
(ABKF’d) .  While taunts earn players 
points, they hint at which role you’re 
playing… so taunt with care.   
 
Consult the Corner Cases for further 
information if you like reading rules.  
 
 
Setup:  
Place the draw pile and the discard  
pile together so they form a T.  The  
bottom part of the T is the discard  
pile.  Make sure it points at  
something memorable—the door, the  
blood tank, whatever—because both  
decks are always face-down.   
Whenever you empty the draw pile,  
shuffle your discard pile and place it  
at the top of the T.   
 
 
Play!!  
Players draw 5 cards and discard at  
least 2.  Players may never keep  
more than one role card in their  . 

hand.   
 
Players start their turn by drawing 
two cards and discarding at least one.  
Players may not have more than 3 
cards total after discarding.  If a 
player draws a role card, he may 
change roles.   

Actions:   
After drawing, players take two 
actions every turn.  Actions consist of 
pursuing, taunting, and intimidating. Any 
combination is acceptable—players 
may pursue twice, taunt and then 
pursue, intimidate twice—the only 
restriction is that players cannot 
first intimidate then pursue the same 
player.  That’s a loophole we had to 
close.   
 
 
Pursue:   
When one player pursues another, 
pursuer and pursued exchange hands 
without revealing their cards to any 
other players.  Whichever player 
BKF’s the other gets his hand back.  
If you pursue another player and BKF 
him, you may either intimidate an 
extra player this round OR draw two 
cards and discard two cards; however, 
if you are pursued and BKF your 
pursuer, you do not receive the bonus 
intimidation or card draw.  If both 
players are the same role, it’s a tie.  
For any other situations, consult the 
Corner Cases.   
 
An ABKF’d player discards his entire 
hand and any taunts he had in play.  
He draws 5 cards, discards at least 2, 
and may not have more than one role 
card in his hand after discarding.  If 
you are BKF’d during your turn, your 
turn ends.  Here are the point values 
for BKFing Vampires, Vampire Slayers, 
and Whores: 
 
 
Being pursued and getting BKF’d:   -2  

Pursuing and getting BKF’d:    -1 

Ties:     0 

Being pursued and . 

BKFing your pursuer:   +1 

Pursuing and BKFing your prey:   +3 
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Taunt:   
Taunting is the only action that 
requires a card.  To play a taunt 
card, the player must be the 
appropriate role.  The player places 
the taunt face-up in front of him, 
earns one point, and is “taunting” until 
the beginning of his next turn.  A 
taunting player earns two bonus. 
points every time he is pursued and. 
BKF’s his pursuer—but if he gets 
ABKF’d or pursues and ABKF’s his 
prey, he receives no bonus.  If the 
taunting player is not pursued before. 
the beginning of his next turn, he 
earns one extra point.  
 
 
Intimidate:  
When you intimidate another player, 
he must show you his entire hand.  
You cannot reveal any of this. 
information to other players; if you 
do so, intentionally or not, you lose 3 
points and the intimidated player. 
draws 4 cards and discards down to. 
the revealed hand’s size.   
 
  
Constables:   
Constables specialize in having it 
rough and complicating the rules.  
Fortunately, it comes down to a 
couple of relatively simple changes: 
 
 
Arrests:  
Rather than biting, killing, or fucking, 
Constables arrest other players.  To 
do so, a Constable first reveals his 
hand to show that he has no role 
card.  Then, he makes his first 
accusation by selecting another player 
and accusing him of being a Vampire, 
Vampire Slayer, or Whore.  The 
accused player must prove his 
innocence by revealing his entire hand 

to the Constable.  If he is guilty, he 
is arrested and the Constable must 
accuse another player.  If he is 
innocent, the Constable gets bitten, 
killed, or fucked ( in private—other 
players do not learn the accused’s 
role) .  Should the Constable accuse 
another Constable, the accusing 
Constable’s turn ends, but neither 
player is eliminated.  Arrests 
continue until all players have been 
arrested, the Constable accuses 
another Constable or, more likely, 
the Constable gets bitten, killed, or 
fucked.   
 
When a player pursues a Constable, 
instead of exchanging cards, the 
Constable must confess to being a 
Constable, is BKF’d, and loses 2 points.  
The pursuer receives 3 points.   
 
Here are the point values for 
Constables and arrests:   
 
 
Getting BKF’d, when pursued  
or making a wrongful Accusation:    -3 

Making an arrest:  +2 

Constables accusing or being  
accused by Constables:     0 

Vampires, Vampire Slayers, or  
Whores getting arrested:   -2 

Being wrongfully accused,  
then BKFing a Constable:  +1 

Pursuing and BKFing a Constable:  +3 
 
 
Winning:  
Get 13 or more points!   However,  
play does not end when a player  
reaches 13 points—you must finish the  
current round of play so that all  
players have had equal opportunity to  
ABKF their way to the top.   
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Here’s an example: in a 6-player 
game, the 3rd player just got his 13th 
point.  The 4th

, 5th
, and 6th players 

take their turns before the 3rd 
player wins.  Those players may win 
by having the most points at the end 
of the round, or they may prolong the 
game by bringing all players’ scores 
below 13.  The player with the most 
points wins and becomes the greatest 
Constable, Vampire, Vampire Slayer, 
or Whore of all time ( not dependent 
on role cards) !   
 
 
Corner  
Cases:  
What if I pursue a player who has  
more than one role card in his hand?   
 
Easy.  That person is a fucker.  You  
must reveal his hand to the group so  
everyone can see how much of a  
fucker he is.  His entire hand is  
discarded, he loses 5 points, and you  
may take another action.    
 
What if I pursue a player, but both  
of us have more than one role card in  
our hands?   
 
My god, quit being fuckers!   Both of 
you discard your hands and lose 5 
points.  Your turn ends.    
 
What if someone flips my hand over  
and I’m not a fucker?   
 
You have shitty friends!   Even if  
they misunderstood the rules or  
thought you were breaking them when  
you were not, you keep your hand,  
draw 4 cards, and then discard down  
to the revealed hand’s size.  If you  
had a taunt card in play, discard it.   
Your shitty friend discards his hand  
and loses 8 points.   
 
 

What if an opponent reveals my role  
after a pursuit or intimidation?   
 
Seriously, stop inviting assholes to  
play this game.   
 
If you survived the pursuit, that  
player loses 5 points.  If he survived,  
he has to keep his hand for being  
stupid enough to unintentionally  
reveal his role.   
 
What if an opponent has more cards  
than he’s allowed?   
 
Consider yourself a chump!   However,  
your opponent must lose 1 point for  
every extra card and discard down to  
fewer than four cards.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contributors 
Endless thanks to Colin Kirchner for  
all artwork.   
 
Thanks to Dillon Nelson for Probably  
Entertainment’s logo.   
 
Thanks to all of you for  
reading these rules and playing our  
games!  Additional content for this  
game and all others is always being  
pondered very seriously, so check back  
for more games and what appear to  
be jokes at probablyentertainment. com 
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